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Coordinated convection measurements in the vicinity of auroral
cavities

R. A. Doe,•' • M. Mendillo,• J. F. Vickrey,3J. M. Ruohoniemi,
4 andR. A. Greenwald
4

Meridional radar scans of electron density from the Sondrestrom incoherent

scatterradar (Greenland,66.99øN,50.95øW)havebeenusedto identify latitudinally narrow, field-aligned depletionsof the auroral F region ionosphere. Observationsof these so-called "auroral cavities" have been reported in earlier case
studiesin closeproximity to E layer arcs at the polewardedge of the nightside

oval (Doe et al. 1993). Theseradar data indicatedthat the cavitiesand arcs
remained as collocatedpairs for periods as long as an hour, while coordinated
imaging and satellite measurementsindicated that the pairs were extended in
magnetic local time. These observationssuggestedat least two causal mecha-

nisms: (1) cavity formationby the convectivedistortionof an existingdensity
depletion,or (2) cavityformationby verticalevacuation
from a downwardfieldaligned current. New resultsfrom a model developedto examine the convection
mechanismsuggestthat a distortedpolar cap densitydepletionwill elongatepar-

allel to the local convection
streamlinewhenobservedin the morning.sector
(far
from the locationof divergentflow lines or the Harang discontinuity).In order
to establish evidencefor these two mechanismsand further refine the physical
propertiesof auroralcavities,a joint imaging/radarexperimentwascarriedout in
February1991,at the Sondrestrom
and GooseBay (Labrador,54.4øN,60.4øW)
radars with an emphasison multispectralimaging, horizontalconvectionand offmeridionaldensitymeasurements.
When comparedto coincidentall-skyimages,
the convectiondata indicate significantcross-arcflow during cavity formation sequenceson 6 and 10 February, 1991, questioningthe applicability of mechanism

(1). A third exampleon February8, 1991,showsthe alignmentof a cavity/arc
pair with the local streamline at the edge of an E region auroral arc. This last
example illustrates the difficulty in establishingthe relative dominanceof either
mechanismfor a particular event. The continuedassociationof cavities with auroral precipitationand failure to detectelongatedcavitiesor thoseorientedalong
the local convectionstreamlinelead to the conclusionthat cavities are probably
createdby localizedfield-alignedcurrents.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Latitudinally narrow depletions of ambient polar
cap F region plasma were observedat the poleward
edgeof the nightsideauroral ovalby the Sondrestrom

3Geoscience
andEngineering
Center,SRI Interna- incoherent
scatter(IS) radarin January1987[Doeet

tional, Menlo Park, California.

al. 1989]. Such "auroralionosphericcavities"were
4The JohnsHopkinsUniversityAppliedPhysics subsequentlyidentified in a $ondrestrom IS radar

Laboratory, Laurel, Maryland.

data base of elevation scansin the magnetic merid-

ian duringthreeconsecutive
winters(1986-1988).The
observedcavitieshad averagedensities45% belowad-

Copyright 1994 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

jacent polar cap values,tracked the polewardedgeof
E layer aurora for periodsup to an hour, and formed
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Fig. 1. An auroralcavity formationeventobservedwith the SondrestromIS radar duringfour
sequentialmeridionalradar scanson February 5, 1991. Each scanspans1000 km along the
horizontalaxis and 600 km alongthe verticalaxis,with the log of electrondensityrepresented
with a gray scaleover a range from 4.6 to 6.0 electronscm , as indicated. The cavity is just
polewardof a systemof F region arcsat 0200 MLT in the third of panel.
--3

on time scalesas shortas a few minutes[Doe"et al.
1993]. The key feature of auroral cavitiesis their
field-alignedmorphology.Figure I illustratesa more
recent example of cavity formation observedduring
solarmaximumconditionsin the post-midnightsector. Eachpanelof this figureis a verticalslicethrough

eters and a model neutral atmosphere were used to
examine

chemical

recombination

and vertical

diffu-

sion as cavity formation mechanisms;these mechanisms were shown to be nonviable for the examples

presented.The resultsin paper i did not provideinformation to distinguishbetweentwo other possible
the geomagneticmeridian with 1000 km of N-S dis- cavity formation mechanisms: convectinggradients
tance alongthe horizontalaxis and 600 km of altitude and downwardfield-alignedcurrents(FACs).
along the vertical axis. A cavity appearsnear zenith
In the convectinggradient, or "drift mechanism,"
in Figure lc with the characteristicsignaturesof being an existing electron density depressionin the polar
polewardof the auroralElayer ionization(Ne "finger" cap is convectivelydistorted and stretchedout along
at •150 km) and showinga concavebottomsideNe an E x B streamlineduring transit to the nightside
oval. Although the alignmentof an evolving,elonin the F region(height>200 km).
In the originalstudy [Doe et al. 1993]hereafterre- gated structure need not be exclusivelyparallel to
ferredto as paper 1], radar-measured
plasmaparam- the local streamline,especiallynear regionsof diverg-
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ing convectionstreamlines,modelingresultsreported
hereinsuggest
that mostmature(lifetime,.•4hr), thin
structure is stretchedout along the flow direction.
Cavity creation by this method requiresan initial
polar cap "seed"density depression.The densitydepletion at the core of the seedshouldbe sufficiently
deep to allow cavity formation in a time scaleover
which the convection pattern remains stable. Althoughthe precisedetailsof seedformationneednot
be specified,it could result from mechanismspreviouslyrejectedin paper i as too slowfor rapid, in-situ
cavity creation. These processesincluded localized,
enhanced chemical recombination

and vertical

diffu-

sion. The scalesizeof the seedcan span a wide range
of values,although a narrow seedwould, in essence,
already qualify as a cavity. As a starting point, this
study will focusattention on the creation of cavities
from the convective distortion of density depressions
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ity for comparisonwith cavity orientation, and the
secondexperimental goal was to measurethe typical
azimuthal extent of cavities after they were detected
over the radar. The IS radar was operated for approximately 40 hours during sevenconsecutivenights
during the dark moon period of February3-10, 1991.
This experimentaugmentsthe earlier meridionalscan
method with off-meridional scans,local azimuth scans
of ion velocity, and coordinated HF radar velocity
measurementsfrom Goose Bay, Labrador. The observationsspanneda period when the IMP 8 satellite
was in the solar wind, enabling a comparisonof cavity data with a convectionmodel parameterized by

the interplanetarymagneticfield (IMF) orientation.
During meridionM radar scans,overheadconvection
estimates were made by combining E region Pedersen drifts with a suitable mobility model. Thus three
methods were used to infer the convection pattern:
local SondrestromIS radar estimates,merged Goose

on the largestscale(•-600 km).
This scenariois analogousto the mechanismposed Bay/Sondrestromradar azimuth scans,and a Heppby Robinsonet al. [1985] for the production of her and Maynard[1987]empiricalmodel.
medium-scale

ionization

enhancements

from the dis-

tortion of a large-scaleplasma"blob."The globalconvectionpattern affectsthe evolutionof plasmastructure in three ways: (1) it stretchesthe seedinto an
elongatedshape,(2) it steepens
gradientsat the edge
of the densitydepression
and (3) it movesthe structure into the radar field of view.

A model of auroral

cavity formation via this mechanismis presentedin
section 2 to compare with the observationsof paper
i and to illustrate the motivation for the subsequent
validation experiment reported herein.

Direct imaging of auroral cavitiesis complicatedby
the small differencebetween cavity and polar cap airglow intensity, approximately 20 R, and their close

proximity to bright (•-2 kR) auroral arcs. Thus an
all-sky optical imager was usedto establishthe auroral arc context for radar cavity observations. Section
3 describesthe experimental plan and providesa brief
summary of the February 1991, campaign. The subsequent sectionsdescribetwo morning sector cavity
events that lend support to the FAC mechanism. A
final case study period showsa cavity adjacent to an

An alternative
mechanism creates auroral cavities
auroral arc which is aligned with a large-scMezonal
by evacuating ionosphericelectrons vertically and flow channel. This cavity event may be under the inions horizontally in responseto an arc-related sys- fluence of both FAC and drift formation mechanisms.
tem of field-alignedcurrents(FACs)and Pealersen

currents.

This "FAC mechanism"

follows the theoret-

ical suggestion
of Blockand Fdlthammar[1968]and
the troughobservations
of Klumpar[1979]and Rich
et al. [1980] that thermal ionosphericelectronsare
evacuated upward as the charge carriers of a downward Birkeland current. Suchfield-alignedevacuation
is circumstantially supported by the closeassociation
of cavities with E layer arcs and a satellite measure-

2.

MODELED

DRIFTING

GRADIENTS

The Robinsonet al. [1985]model for the production of medium-scMeF region structure showsthat
a nightside"tongue"of L shell-alignedionizationcan
form from a circular ionization enhancement after 4

hours of steady state convection. If the initial density structureis assumedto be a densitydepression,
rather than an enhancement,then the final feature

ment of downward/upwardfield-alignedcurrentsdirectly abovea cavity/arcpair [Doeet al. 1993].
This paper describesa joint radar/optical experiment at the SondrestromIS radar facility designedto
characterizethe horizontal morphologyand convection environmentof auroral cavitiesin an attempt to

will be observedin the magneticmeridianas a narrow densitydepression,
or cavity. Heelis[1992],in
a steady state model of polar cap "patch" formation, pointsout that ionizationgradientsperpendicular to the plasmaflow are easilyformedby the action

differentiate

of convection alone.

between

the two formation

mechanisms.

Specifically,the horizontalmorphologyof cavitiesand
convectiveflow in the near vicinity were examinedfor
evidence to support the convective distortion mechanism. The first experimental goal, therefore, was
to measure

the convection

velocities

around

the caw

The model described herein is

used to qualitatively determinethe possiblesource
regionsfor cavities created by the drift mechanism.
The model additionally seeksto determine the time

scalerequiredto createthe relativelydeepdepletions
observedin cavitiesfrom large-scaleplasmadepres-
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sionswith relativelyshallowcores.The classic"polar

Heppner Maynard Model Bz ( 0 By ) 0

hole" will serve as a model for such seed structure

as it is the largest density depletionobservedin the
polar cap and has a well documenteddensityprofile.
While it might seem intuitive to assume that
a distortedplasmagradient will stretchout along
E x B convection
streamlines,modelingsuggests
that
intermediate-scale
features,whichare largerthan the
latitudinal width of cavities,will form at significant
angleswith respectto the flow. Seeddensitystructure on convectionstreamlinesthat diverge,as in the
caseof the thosethat connectto the Harangdiscontinuity, will alsoform elongatedstructuresthat are not
parallel to the local flow. In suchcases,the seedwill

A ---

blobs shown in the third

Time
4Hr

18

stretch as it crossesthe discontinuityas one part tries
to convectwestwardand another part tries to convect
eastward. Nevertheless,seedstructure on paths that
thread through regionsof convergingequipotentials,
such as the convection"throat" region, or on paths
that approachstagnationpoints will form elongated
structure parallel to local streamlines.
The distorted

CAVITIES
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panelsin Figure8 of the Robinsonet al. [1985]study

areanexcellent
example
ofseed
structure
ondiver- [

gent flow lines. These distorted shapesform from a
blob that is placed in the polar cap on streamlines
that divergeat the locationof the Harang discontinuity. The resultantshapesare streamline-aligned
only
near the core of the dusksidecell and are orthogonal
to the flow at the midpoint of the Harang discontinuity.
In order to further illuminate the dependenceof
these final shapeson the initial seedlocation, a con-

Heppner
Maynard
Model
Bz ) 0 By) 0

•me

18

06

vective distortion model has been designed. This
model tracks the evolution of a plasma seedin a userspecifiedempirica•convectionpattern. For the following model runs, the seedwas chosento be a 6ø diameter circular depletion with a core density 85% below
that of the surroundingF region. These valueshave
been selectedto be consistentwith AE-C satellite polar hole-type characteristicsreported by Brinton et

al. [1978].It shouldbe emphasized
that this choiceis
for illustration purposes,using a naturally occurring
depression,and does not imply that cavities result
from the classicpolar hole. The Heppner and May-

4Hr

(b)
oo

MLT

nard[1987]convection
modelwaschosenfor the first

Fig. 2. (a) The final locationof eightplasmablobsdistortedby the HeppnerandMaynard[1987]convection
modelfor IMF Bz southand By positiveconditions,

severalruns. This convectionmodel is parameterized

after 4 hours of steady convection. The initially cir-

by IMF orientationand Kp index, therebyallowing cular "seedblobs" were placed at 75øN invariant latconvenient comparisonwith observationaldata.

Distortedplasmaseedsare shownin Figures2a and
2bfor two convectionpatternsappropriatefor IMF Bz

south(By positive)and Bz north(By positive)conditions, respectively.These polar plots showthe final
shape of eight initially circular seeds,placed at uni-

itude and at uniformly spacedMLT locationsin the
velocity pattern. The E x B convectionstreamlines
have been superimposedfor reference. Each blob is
identified with the MLT location of its corresponding seed. With the exceptionof the "09" blob, most
thin structures are aligned with convectionstream-

formly spacedmagneticlocal time (MLT) positions lines. (b) The resultsof an analysissimilarto Figure
within the pattern, after 4 hours of convectivedis- 2b for IMF Bz north and By positiveconditions.
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Fig. 2.(continued)Four sequentialpolar viewsof a large-scale
plasmadepletion,or polar hole,
placedin an convectionpattern chosenfor the IMF Bz north and By positiveconditionsmeasuredby the IMP 8 satelliteon February6, 1991. (c) Initial plasmadepletionat 72ø invariant
latitude and 0800 MLT. (d) Two hoursof drift with polar hole stretchedinto a thin tongueof
depletedplasmaover •he eastcoastof Greenland.(e) Plasmastructure,aboveSondrestrom,
3
hours later with latitudinal density gradient 4 times larger than the initial polar hole density

gradient. (f) Plasmastructureat the edgeof the Sondrestrom
radar'sfield of view after an
additional

2 hours of convection.

tortion. A 4 hour period was determinedto be the with the MLT location for the position of their recharacteristictime required to create narrow struc- spectiveseeds.The shapeslabeled"09" in Figure2a
ture on the scaleof the averagelatitudinal width of and "20" in Figure2b havebeendistortedwhilepassanddisplaythin
cavities.The seeddepressions
wereall locatedat 75ø ing throughthe Harangdiscontinuity
invariant latitude, and the final shapesare labeled cavity-like structure that is not aligned with the lo-
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tionship in a description of the anisotropic evolution

the exampleshownin the Robinsonet al. [1985]study. of drifting F region structure in a convectionelectric
Nonaligned medium-scalestructure can additionally
be observedfor shapeslabeled "18" and "03" in Figure 2a. For the remaining cases,however,narrow features are aligned along convectionstreamlines. The
modeling result that cavity-scaledistortions preferentially align along the local E x B streamline,away
from regionswith significantflow divergence,hasbeen
additionally verified using the convectionmodels of

field that has spatial structure orthogonalto the initial plasmagradient. This relationshipcan be cast in
terms of the convectionvelocity,

L '

(1)

where'7 is growthrate, vII(k) is the velocityparallel
to the initial gradient,and L is the initial gradient
scalelength. The convectionthroat regionis characHeeliset al. [19821and Holt et al. [19871.
terizedby both enhancedvelocitiesand velocitygraFigures 2c through 2f show the evolution of a circular seedin the Heppnerand Maynard [1987]con- dientsat the samescalesizeasa cavity.Equation(1)
impliesthat increasingthe velocityat the polar hole
vection pattern specified for the IMF Bz north and
By positiveconditionsmeasuredon February6, 1991, boundarycan increasethe growthrate of cavity scale
duringan auroralcavityobservationcampaign(Plate structure. Indeed, the 3-hour time scalerequiredto
2, discussed
in section4.2). The initial and evolved form a cavityin the quiettime (IMF Bz north) con-

plasma shapeshave been shadedto showtheir relative
cross-sectional
densities.Becauseof the wide rangeof
F regiondensitiesmeasuredduring cavity events,the
initial and final density depletions are quantified in

units of relative percentdepletion(below polar cap
F regionaveragedensity)per half width at half minimum in kilometers. Thus the initial 6ø polar cap
density depletion describedpreviouslyhas a density

gradient
of-0.30%
km-• fromedge
tocenter.
If chemical decay significantlyerodesthis relative depletion,
which it can on a time scale of several hours, then
the convectionfield must additionally compressthe
gradientin orderto createa cavity-likedensitysignature.

Nominal

estimates

of recombination

time from

paper 1 indicate that decay can decreasethis initial

density
gradient
by 10%to a valueof-0.27%km-•
from edge to center, in 1 hour.
The seed has been initially located in the morning sector at 72ø invariant latitude and 0800 MLT.
With•.n3 hours,the seedhas beenstretchedout along
a streamline

that

crosses Sondrestrom's

zenith.

At

this point, the structurehas a meridionaldensitygra-

dientof-1.24%km-• whichcompares
favorably
with
the-!.31%km-• average
cavitydensity
gradient
calculated from Table 1 of paper 1 and the observed

gradient
of-1.67%km-•, measured
at 0437:45
UT

vection pattern of Figure 2 can be reduced to 90 min

in a moderatelydisturbed(Kp = 3) IMF Bz south
pattern.

To summarize, this model suggeststhat cavities
shouldbe elongatedand relatively long-lived. The
model predicts that thesefeatures shouldbe oriented
with the local streamline,providedmeasurementsare
madefar from regionsof significantflow divergence.
Thus only morningsectoreventslocatedpolewardof
72øNinvariantlatitude (presumablyfar from the
rang discontinuity)are reportedherein.
3.

3.1.

EXPERIMENTAL

PLAN

Cavity detection

The February 1991, period was chosen,on the basis
of the results in paper 1, to maximize the statistical
likelihoodfor cavityobservationandopportunitiesfor
all-sky imaging. Initial cavity detectionswere made
by samplingthe magneticmeridianwith 5-rain, 120ø
elevationscansin an alternatingS-N and N-S "wind-

shieldwiper" mode. The angular and rangeresolution of these scanswere designedto yield approximately "square"samplesat 300 km. Oncea cavity
wasdetected,the elevationrangewasreducedto 90ø
(centeredon the cavity), in order to maximizetime
resolution. Monochromaticall-sky imagesat 6300-

on February6, 1991 (Plate 2c). This cavity remains J• and4278-J•weregathered
throughout
theevent
within the Sondrestrom radar's field of view for an
to establishthe orientationof arcsnearthe cavity.
additional

hour.

Multiple runs of this model indicate that thin cavity structure will form over the Sondrestromradar as
long as the initial densitydepressionis placedwithin

The previous study invoked selection criteria for
cavity observationsthat yielded 29 events from a 2year data base of radar scans. The selectionrules re-

jected scanswith significantpolar cap F regionstruc2 hoursMLT of the convectionthroat region(70ø lat- ture (e.g., patchesand Sun-aligned
arcs)in orderto
itude and 1000 MLT). This resultis reasonablesince make precisemeasurementsof evacuationfluxes. This
the growth rate for gradients on scale of a cavity is requirement and the requirementthat cavitiesbe obdirectly proportional to the velocity parallel to the servedadjacent to auroral E region ionization were
initial gradient, provided velocity structure existson relaxedfor the February1991,campaign.Although
the samescalesize. Kelley [1989]quantifiesthis rela- low-altitude E region arcs were typically observed
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meridional component,while the zonal componentis
inferredfrom the expectedrotation of the E regionion
velocity away from the E x B directiondue to significant Pedersenmobility (seede la Beaujardiereet al.

[1977]and Heelisand Vickrey[1990]). Despiteoccasional large uncertaintiesin zonal flow, this method
providedthe majority of convectionmeasurementsreported in this work.
4.

2

•.1.

O0

Fig. 3. Total cavity observationsfor the previousand
current cavity studies on a nightside polar grid of
MLT versusinvariant latitude. Trianglesindicate ob-

CONVECTION

CASE STUDIES

Cavity formation with cross-arcflow at the auroral oval

Plate 1 is a montageof coincidentradar and imaging data gatheredduring a cavity formation event on
servations
from the 2-year Doe et al. [1993]study; February 10, 1991. The four rectangularpanelsshow
circlesindicate cavities observedfrom February 3 to sequentialradar scansin the meridian, off-meridian
February 10, 1991. The grid includesthe Feldstein to the west, off-meridian to the east, and back to
and Starkov[1967]quiet time auroralovalfor refer- the meridian, respectively. The west and east scans
ence.
wereperformedto supporta coincidentinvestigation
near cavities, two examples were observedadjacent to

higher-altitudeF regionarcs(at •170 km) far from
the oval (see Figure 1 and Plate 2) and casesnear
patches(Plate 1). In total, 14 cavityeventswereobserved. A summary plot of all cavity observationsto
date is shown on a polar MLT versusinvariant latitude plot in Figure 3.
3.2.

Convection

measurements

This experiment was coordinated with the operation of the coherent-scatter

HF radar located in Goose

of arc electrodynamics
[Gallagheret al. 1993]. The
first panel(1a) showsa relativelyunstructuredpolar
cap F region immediately adjacent to an auroral arc.
Ten minutes later, during the subsequentmeridional

scanat 0352:37UT, a narrow(0.4ø latitude) cavity
can be seen(Plate l g). Depletedplasmastructurein
the interveningwest and east scansshowremarkable
similarity. Although it seemsthat these side scans
showdepletionstructurelocatedon fieldlinesdirectly
above auroral arcs, reminiscentof dusk sectorarc ob-

servations
by Weberet al. [1991],suchstructurecannot be describedas coalignedwithout a precisemapping of magnetic field lines into this off-meridional

Bay,Labrador(53.4øN,60.4øW),to better determine plane. If one considersthe arc and polar cap plasma
the drift pattern in the vicinity of cavity observations. to be azimuthally symmetric, then these side scans
Earlier coordinatedexperiments[Ruohoniemiet al., seemto displaya longitudinalextensionof the cavity
1987,1989]haveverifiedthe GooseBayradar'sability at radar zenith. The subsequentmeridional scan at
to measurethe convectivedrift in a large volumecom- 0404:03UT shows
noevidence
for the cavity,implying
mon with the Sondrestromradar, provided sufficient
numbersof decameter-scale
irregularitiesare embedded in the flow. Thus the HF radar can, in principle,
provide horizontal line-of-sight convectionmeasurementsduring periodswhen the IS radar wasrestricted
to elevationscans.In practice, however,only two cavity formation eventsoccurredduring periodsof large
HF backscatter. For one period on February 8, 1991,
the SondrestromIS radar performed a 120ø azimuth
scan over the HF radar backscatter

volume.

This sec-

ond line-of-sight measurementhelped further define
the convectionpattern by combiningcorresponding
vector componentsfrom both radar data sets.
WheneversufficientlydenseE and F regionplasma
were within the IS radar's meridional field of view,
estimates

of the overhead

convection

vector were also

a lifetime

of less than 11 min.

Sixall-sky6300-.1.images
whichbracketthisformation eventare shownbelowthe radar panels. Each
imagehasbeenphotometricallycorrected,limited to
75ø zenith distance,maskedto obscurethe adjacent
radar dish and nearby mountain, projected to an
emissionheight of 200 km and displayedon a Po-

lar Anglo-American
ConjugateExperiment(PACE)
model geomagneticgrid. The 200-kin assumedemissionheightis basedon satellitetomographic
inversion

andmodelingstudiesby Solomanet al. [1988].Some
residualscatteredlight from the adjacentmountain
and van Rhijn brighteninghas "filled in" the weak

polarcap6300-.1.
emission
(atlowelevation
angles),

givingthe falseimpression
of an opticalcavity signature at zenith. Suchan apparentopticalcavity is

made. The IS radar directly measuresthe F region severaldegreesof latitude wide and with an emission
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Plate1. Sequential
radarelectron
densityscansandcoordinated
6300-.• imagesrecorded
during a 10-min cavity formation event at the poleward edge of bright, relatively stationary
auroralemissionon February10, 1991. Radar scansin Plates l(a) and l(g) are measuredin
the magneticmeridian,Plates l(b) and l(f) are measuredto the west,and to the east of the
meridian,respectively.The log of electrondensityfor all scansis color-codedas in Figure 1,
whilewhite linesin Plates 1(d), 1(e), 1(h), and 1(i) displaythe intersectionof the radar scans

withcorresponding
6300-.•images.
All radarUT timesarelistedat themidpoint
ofthe3-min
20-sscans.The six6300-.• images
havebeenphotometrically
corrected
andprojected
onto
fixed(nonrotating)geomagnetic
coordinategridswith an assumed200-kmemissionheight. The
cavityformsin the approximately10-minperiodbetweenPlatesl(a)and l(g).

contrast ratio of 0.5:1 (comparedto polar cap airglow). Chemicalairglowmodelingfor the observed
density depletion, however,predictsa contrast ratio
of only 0.1:1 acrosslessthan a degreeof latitude.
The radar scan intersections

at 200 km have been

to the times of the meridional radar scans, which
have been superimposedwith the estimated horizontal .drift measurements. The velocity estimates gave
a particularly coherent pattern as dense E and F region plasma remained near the radar zenith. The
drift estimates indicate -•300 m S--1equatorward flow
from the north during the time of cavity formation,
with the suggestionof a small zonal shear at 0355:58

superimposedon coincidentimages. Note that the
arc formation region remained bright and overhead
during this event. The cavity thus formed poleward
of an L shell-alignedprecipitation(upward current) UT. Since these meridional estimates are not sensitive to horizontal velocities at radar zenith, the east
region.
Becausethe GooseBay HF radar recordedonly spo- and west scans should be examined for evidence of
radic line-of-sightvelocitiesduring this period, the cross-arcflow. Figure 5 showsthe line-of-sight veoverheadvelocity estimates are used for comparison. locities below the density plots for the west and east
side scans. Both scansshow a strong velocity shear
Figure4 showstwo 6300-• images,corresponding
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03:4-1:01
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UT

03:55:58

UT

Fig.4. Twoconsecutive
6300-]kimages
corresponding
to Platesl d andli withsuperimposed
--1

F regiondrift showinga ,,,300 m s

associated with the arc.

cross-arcflow during cavity formation.

Moreover, all scans con-

Cavity formation with cross-arcflow in the po-

lar cap
firm that a large-scaleflow equatorward(i.e., across
the arc) exists. The equatorwardmotion of F rePlate 2 illustrates a morning sector cavity event on
gionpatches,as recordedwith 1-min resolutionon the
PhillipsLab All-Sky ImagingPhotometer(ASIP), ad- February 6, 1991, with 30 min of coordinatedmeridditionally support the conclusionof significantcross- ionalradarand6300-]kimagingdata. This period
arc flow (E. Weber,personalcommunication,
1993). differs significantly from most other cavity observa-

To summarize, this short-lived cavity forms at the
edgeof an L shell-alignedarc during a period of significant cross-arcE x B flow. It is clearly related to
precipitationsignaturesat its southernedgeand thus
is not merely the space between polar cap patches
that are drifting equatorward. If the cavity is assumedto be elongatedalong the arc, as suggestedin
Plate 1, this orientation indicates a cavity that is not
aligned with the streamlinesof flow. Therefore this
event seems to contradict

the drift mechanism

of cav-

tions by the absenceof the auroral oval, the lack of
denseE regionplasma, and a relatively
unstructured
--3

and dense(Ne ,,• 5.0 x 105el cm ) polarcap F
region.The radarscansand6300-]kimagesshow

that a field-ahgned "finger" of bottomside F region
ionization and associatedarc remain relatively fixed
in the geomagneticframe for 30 min. E region arcrelated emissionat 4278-]k was not observed.A nar-

row (0.3ø) field-aligneddensitydepressionis visible

just north of the arc. F region densitiesin this small
ity formation. The significantplasmaflow orthogonal cavity are approximately25% below thosemeasured
to the cavity and the spatial associationbetween the in the adjacent polar cap.
cavity and the discrete arc, indicates that the FAC
IMP 8 magnetometerdata indicate that IMF Bz
mechanismis a more likely explanation for the obser- was north, and IMF By was primarily positivefor
vations.
an hour prior to these cavity observations.Through-
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Fig. 5. (a) and (b) Two consecutive
off-meridional
electrondensityscans,corresponding
to
Plateslb and if, with associated
line-of-sightion velocities.(c) Line-of-sightvelocitiesto the
westconfirmthe observationof a generalcross-arc
flow (as shownin Figure4). (d) The east
scanshowingevidencefor an eastwardshear in addition to cross-arcflow.
out this period the Goose Bay HF radar measured
strong backscatter. The convectionvelocities were

streamline,and GooseBay measurements
supportthe
notion of drift around the southwesterntip of the
primarily westwardat 0400 UT with a subsequent
ro- modeledconvectioncell, both GooseBay and Sondretation to eastby 0500UT. At 0438UT the Goose
Bay
strom measurementsshowa significantcross-arcdrift
--1
radar measuredan approximately400 m s equa- componentnear the location of cavity detection. The
torwardvelocitysurgecoincidentwith the first ap- orientation of this cavity, as with the event described
pearanceof the cavity (seePlate 2c). TheseGoose in Figure 4, appearsto be definedby the precipitation
Bayvelocitymeasurements
havebeenanalyzedby the sourceregion, rather than by the large-scaleconvecdivergence-free
method describedby Ruohoniemiet tive flow pattern.

al. [1987]andsuperimposed,
alongwithavailableSondrestrom line-of-sight measurementsand the IMF-

appropriateHeppnerand Maynard[1987]convection

pattern,onthecoincident
6300-]timagein Figure

d.3. Streamlinecavityalignmentat the auroraloval

Plate3 summarizes
a cavityeventwith eightse-

6. Althoughthe empiricalconvection
modelsuggests quential radar scans,associatedmeridional drift esthat the arc/cavity pair is locatedparallelto a flow timatesand a single6300-]t all-skyimage. A1-
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Plate 2. Meridionalradarscansand 6300-.• imagescovering
the formationof a shallow
cavityon February6, 1991.Radarscansandimagesaredisplayed
asin Plate 1. (c) The first
appearance
of a smallcavityjust polewardof a narrowF region"finger"of ionization.This
-25%relativedepletioncanbe observed
in the twofollowingscans,(d) and (i).
though cloud-freeall-sky imageswere not available

until0541:33
UT (Plate3p),diffuse
6300-.• auroral structure, observedthrough thin clouds,remained
within approximately30ø of radar zenith for 40 min
beforehand. This period is characterizedby large F
regiondensitiespolewardof a regioncontainingE re-

The E and F region line-of-sightdrifts and densities
were of sufficient quality during this period to yield
two component, horizontal vector velocity estimates.
These estimates,shownin a horizontal projection below each correspondingdensity scanin Plate 3, suggest a strong zonal flow from west to east with some

shear.The6300-.•imageat 0541:33
UT,
gion auroral arcs. Plates 3b, 3d, 3i, and 3j clearly arc-related
indicate auroral cavity structure poleward of corre-

spondingE layer arcs on nearly identicalfield lines.
Figure 7a emphasizes
the persistence
of thesecavities
with an averageof the eight electron density scans
made during a 30 min period when cavity signatures
remained remarkably stationary. This averageshows
that the cavity was poleward of associatedE region
plasmastructure and wasfield-alignedwith a concave
bottomside N, contour. Figure 7b showshorizontal
samplesthrough this averagescan which have been
shifted to emphasize the field-aligned nature of this

overlayed with meridional velocity estimates in the
last panel of Plate 3, clearly showsthat an overhead
arc is oriented parallel to the flow.
Available Goose Bay HF radar velocities, measured
simultaneously with velocities from a 120ø Sondre-

strom azimuth scan (0509 to 0514 UT), were used
to place the meridional estimates in the context of a
larger flow pattern. Both velocity data setswere pro-

cessedas describedby Ruohoniemiet al. [1989],and

cavity. The sample at 300 km representsa relative
densitydepressionof approximately30% over 0.2ø of

Figure 8 showsthe total merged convectionpattern.
The previouslynoted strong zonal drift appearsto be
part of a large-scalewest to east flow pattern that extendsover nearly 3 hoursof local time. Thus this pe-

latitude.

riod reveals cavities with evidence for both FAC and
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Fig. 6. Coordinatedvelocitymeasurements
recordedat the time of initial cavity appearance

(Plate2c)superimposed
onthecorresponding
6300-• image(Plate2g).Streamlines
froman
appropriateHeppnerand Maynard[1987]Bz northconvection
modelare includedfor reference.
GooseBay measurements,groupedat the lower left of this figure, were made during a period
of enhancedequatorwardflow and have been renderedas true vectorswith the divergence-free
analysisdescribedby Ruohoniemiet al. [1987].The Sondrestrom
measurements
showthe lineof-sightion drift polewardof the cavity/arc pair. Both data setssupportthe assumptionof
cross-arcflow during this period.
drift formation

mechanisms:

close association with E

regionauroral arcs and orientationalong the largescale convection

streamline.
5.

DISCUSSION

The secondarygoal of this experimentwas to measure the the typical azimuthal extent of cavities.

sen to intersect surfacesof constant magnetic local
time at F region altitudes, to the east and west of the
radar. This mode, with look angles determined from

the PACE geomagnetic
coordinatesystem[Bakerand
Wing 1989],allowsthe comparisonof F regiondensity featuresover I hour of MLT (15ø of magnetic
longitude). This methodwasusedon five occasions
during this experiment with no conclusivemeasure-

If densitydepletionsobservedin the off-meridional

ment

scansshownin Plate lb and If are related to the cav-

The inability to detect elongated cavities suggests
that cavities are not extended in longitude, regard-

ity measuredin the overheadscanof Plate l g, then
the cavity had an azimuthalwidth 16 min of MLT

of extended

less of the details

cavities.

of their

formation.

For the drift

(120km). A furtherrefinement
of thisobservationalmechanism, the azimuthal extent of cavities may be
modecanbe madeby scanningalonglook anglescho-

small, as is the case for polar cap patches. In this
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Plate 3. A seriesof meridional radar scans and estimated F region drifts for February 8,

1991. Radar scansfor Plates3(a)-3(d) and 3(i)-3(I)follow the samespatialand densityscales
describedin Plate 1. Below each radar scanis a horizontal view of the overheadvelocity vectors

estimatedfrom coincidentE and F regiondrifts (seesection3.3). As can be seenfrom Plate

3(p),because
of cloudy
conditions,
onlyone6300-• imagewasavailable,
duringtheradar
scanat 0539 UT. Auroral cavity structureis indicatedin Plates 3(b), 3(d) and 3(j), for other
times it is obscuredby drifting enhancements.The estimated F region drifts suggesta strong
eastwardzonal componentthroughout this period. Unlike prior observationsin this study, the

6300-]t arcobserved
at 0539UT is orientedparallelto the bulkflowdirection.
scenario,an initial polar density depressionwould be
stretched and, additionally, dynamically "chopped"
in transit to the nightside. In their model of winter

ated with E regionstructure(Plate 2). Even if cavities are localized in azimuth, the auroral arcs and as-

sociatedoptical emissionsshouldprovide a guide to
polarcappatches,Andersonet al. [1988]demonstrate the orientation of the cavity. The possibility exists,

that a burst of enhanced convectioncan provide the
necessarydensity modulation. The apparent lack of
elongated cavities observed throughout this experiment, however, seemsto invalidate the drift process.
Alternatively, the FAC mechanism could operate in
confined current filaments, rather than uniform sheet
currents, and produce cavities with limited azimuthal

however,that this associationis merely coincidental,
especially for transient cavities. The short-lived cav-

ity of February 10, 1991, for example, may simply
have been drifting acrossthe arc when scannedby
the IS radar. In this specificcase,however,the prior
off-meridionalside scansshowno evidence,well poleward of the arc, for a precursor cavity. Therefore
extent.
this cavity must have formed locally with the assumed
The February 1991, campaignconfirmedthe obser- downward"evacuation"current at the polewardedge
vation of cavities adjacent to arcs. The cavities ob- of an L shell-alignedsheetof upward current.
servedhere, unlike those describedin paper 1, were
The February 10, 1991, period displayedevidence
not all located at the polewardedgeof the most pole- of an arc-relatedshear superimposedon the general
ward arc (Plate 3p) and were not exclusivelyassoci- equatorward convectiondrift. This is essentiallythe
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Fig.7. (a) A 30-minaverage
of radarscans
whichcorrespond
to Plates3(a)-3(d)and3(i)-3(l).

Individual radar scanshavebeenhorizontallyshiftedsothat the locationof the most poleward

E layer arc wasfixedat a commonlatitude. •his averageshowsthat the cavitystructure,
although
not completely
stationary,
maintains
a distinctmorphology.
(b) Horizontal
samples
of the averagescanat altitudesfrom200 to 400 km. •hese samples
havebeenshiftedsothat
magnetic
fieldlinesare verticalin orderto emphasize
the fieldalignment
of the cavity.•his
stackplot showsthat the cavityis mosteasilyidentifiedat altitudesfrom250to 325km andis
deafly fie]d-aligned.

that a systemof radarsamedrift contextdescribedby Weberet al. [1991] thuselectricfields),suggesting
for a midnightsectorarc. Althoughthe velocityshear derived FACs can ultimately be determined, this demay be relatedto a systemof field-alignedcurrents tailed calculation was not performed herein. An estiassociatedwith the arc, essentiallycouplingthe local arc drift with local arc electrodynamics,there is
no evidencethat the arc/cavity pair is orientedpar-

mate of the downward

FAC associated with the cav-

ity, basedon the observedvelocity shear and derived
conductivity
structure, however,yields a value of 0.24
--2
pA m , which is consistentwith the magnitude of
cavity-related downward FACs reported in paper 1.
This experiment additionally underscoredthe Doe et

allel to the large-scaleflow direction.The drift processof cavity formation is thereforeconsideredunlikely for this event. In orderfor the FAC process
to
of cavitiesadjacentto heightwork, a sufficientlylarge amountof the downward al. [1993]observation

The divergence
of this closurecurrentmustequalthe

integrated
conductivity gradientson the order of 100
--1
pmhosm that werefound to be sufficientto support

observed thermal electron loss rate as measured by

the FAC mechanism.

"evacuation" current must close in the ionosphere.

the radar. Although this experimentprovidedaccuThe cavity shown in Plate 2, while narrower tha•n
rate measurements
of off-meridionalion velocity(and previousobservations,is not short-livedor obscured
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Fig. 8. A composite
of Sondrestrom
meridionalestimatesat 0506UT with mergedvelocities
fromoverlapping
Sondrestrom/Goose
Bayscans
measured
from0509to 0514UT. Line-of-sight
vectorcomponentsfrom GooseBay and Sondrestromdata werefiltered to removemeasurements

with absoluteerrors larger than 200 m s , smoothedby a 1 km s

median filter across

azimuthandrangeandprojected
intoPACEgeomagnetic
coordinates
at 350km. Line-of-sight
componentswerethen mergedfor collocatedscattervolumesto form a set of seedvectorsusedto

modifyremaining
line-of-sight
vectors
undera divergence-free
flowassumption.
The composite
convection
pattern showsthat estimatedeastwarddrifts at 0506UT, and at later times,are
part of a muchlarger W-E flow channelwhichextendsover almost3 hoursof MLT.
by drifting enhancements. All available drift data
suggeststrongcross-arcdrift duringthe periodof cavity formation, castingdoubt on the drift mechanism.
The closeproximity of a significantconductivitygradient to the cavity can alternatively be interpreted in
the frameworkof a current system. In sucha scenario,
the narrow field-aligned finger of ionization associated with the cavity would be causedby an upward
field-alignedcurrent, presumablyassociatedwith relatively soft, quiet time precipitation. This current
wouldcloseto an evacuationcurrentover the cavity.
This cavity event is therefore attributed to a fieldalignedcurrent polewardof the traditional region 1

current system, perhaps similar to the IMF Bz north

systemrecentlysuggested
by Taguchi[1992].
The radar observationsof February8, 1991, with a
stationary arc assumption,showthat the cavity and
associatedarc remain as a streamline-orientedpair for
a 30-min period. Steady field-alignedcurrents,drifts
or a combinationof the two mechanismscouldexplain
this observation.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

This study considered convective distortion and
field-alignedevacuationmechanismsas the primary
processesfor the creation of auroral cavities. A1-
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thoughpaper 1 concludedthat localizedfield-aligned tometer data and E. Weber for providingprepublicacurrentswere the most probablecauseof cavities,the tion resultsduring the refereeingprocess.R. Robinconvectionmechanismcould not be completelyruled sonprovidedhelpful commentsduring the refereeing
out without additional
drift observations and modelperiod. This study was supported at Boston Uniing. The model presentedin section2 suggeststhat versityby National ScienceFoundation(NSF) grants
Work at SRI was
the drift processcan be confirmedby observingthe ATM-9102557 and ATM-9012786.
orientation of an elongated cavity parallel to a lo- supportedby the NSF under cooperativeagreement
cal convectionstreamline,providedeventsare studied ATM-8822560 and at the JohnsHopkinsUniversity
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